PERSONAL TIME
Watches made for the individual

PERSONAL TIME
• Public clocks provided civil time for the community.
• Disposable dollar watches provided time for everyone
• Some people wanted to express their own personal view of timekeeping.
• A watch with their name on it.
• Personalized dial and/or movement
• Privately labeled watch for their business
• Presentation watch as a reward

• A watch made to their requirements with many man years of labor
• Packard Watch - 1916
• Graves Watch - 1933
• Vacheron Ref. 57260 (owner unknown) - 2013

• A watch they made for themselves or a loved one
Watches shown on slides with this
symbol are included in the exhibit

BREGUET L’ HOMMAGE
Curator
notes

This is my favorite artifact in the
British Museum. These pictures
from their web site are used
with permission

• It is believed that John Roger took Arnold No. 11 pocket chronometer
to Paris with him in 1792 as a gift to Breguet from his father.
• After John Arnold’s death, in 1799, Breguet presented this piece, the
first tourbillon, to J.R. in 1809 as homage to his father.

THE 8 DAY WATCHES
These watches are generally considered to be the
first watches made by Waltham (in Roxbury)

Howard, Davis
& Dennison
No. 3

Howard, Davis
& Dennison No. 16

D. B. Fitts
Employee Watch

C. J. BABCOCK SPRING
DETENT CHRONOMETER

Earnshaw spring detent with nice engraved potence on detent foot.
Ebauche is KW16 No. 210113 with the first digit removed.

Cased in a Henry Wing case as made for Paul Chamberlain.

Nickel KW16
for comparison

ADAMS SPRING DETENT
CHRONOMETER

Franklin C. Adams No. [1] dated 1874. Probably made from a nickel KW16 ebauche.
The dial is from the Waltham or O’Hara dial company ca 1886, in a custom display case.

HERMAN S. HEWETT’S
WONDERFUL DIAL

• The finishers in the plate department gave full reign to their
artistic imagination in the production of these watches.
• The “Herman S. Hewett” runic dial is also an incredible work
of art by an unknown artist.

WILLIAM MOIR, NEW YORK
• Private label American Watch Co. 1872
model made for William Moir a prominent
New York jeweler whose business premises,
the Moir Building still stands today.

1883 MODEL EMPLOYEE UPGRADE
Crescent Street grade which was the highest grade
produced in the model.
Jewelling upgraded to 20 jewels with particularly
deep red rubies except for the balance end stone.

JOHN J. DOLAN’S WATCH
Dolan’s spread 1884 model is housed in an extra heavy
sculptured case with a fancy bow and glazed cuvette.

Threaded
detent
stem

The total weight of
case and movement
is 80 dwt.

CHARLES E. DELONG
INDIAN TERRITORY

Watch built by Charles E. DeLong while living in South McAlester I.T. equipped with his patent regulator,
patent wind indicator and patent jeweled barrel. Note the concentric wind indicator in seconds bit.
This watch was completely hand made by DeLong.

MADE BY
FRED MCINTYRE 1904

• Fred McIntyre made this watch in 1904 with
the idea that it would represent a “school
watch” for the Southern Horological Institute
and be used as a demonstration item for
McIntyre Watch Co. potential investors.
• It was made in South McAlester with Fred
working at DeLong’s instructions and was for
all practical purposes Fred’s “School Watch”
from the soon to be formed horological school.

MCINTYRE WATCH CO.
MASTER WATCH

• This watch was not intended
as a personal watch, although
it ended up that way.
• In later years Fred joked that he had spent $50,000 on
it.
• It and a handful of other artifacts were all that he had
left for his 10 years of labor and cash investments in the
McIntyre Watch Co.

V. E. LAPORTE SAN DIEGO 1927
EBAUCHE FROM MCINTYRE WATCH CO.
The LaPorte watch differs from
the McIntyre master watch in
that the milliskeening is a 10
line pattern rather than 4 line
and the finish is gilt instead of
bright nickel.
The signature is V. E. LaPorte
San Diego 1927

Ruby banking pins mounted eccentrically on a gold
screw. The total jewel count is 27 jewels with 23
train jewels, jeweled WI & ruby banking pins.

THE “BESPOKE” WATCH
• Watches made for a specific individual with their input in the design.
• Before mass production machine made watches, essentially all watches were made to order for the
individual.
• During the 18 th century common designs began to appear with makers able to produce many nearly
identical examples.
• In the early 20 th century the competition to own the most complex watch brought such pieces to the
height of notoriety.
• James Ward Packard, 1922, Patek Phillipe’s most complicated watch to that date (16 functions)
• Henry Graves Jr., 1933, “Patek Phillipe Henry Graves Supercomplication” with 24 complications which was
sold in 2014 for $24,000,000.

• In recent years much of the revival of the Swiss watch making industry has been due to the
development of boutique low production houses such as Anderson, Calabrese, Dufour and their AHCI Académie Horlogère des Créateurs Indépendants with 34 currently active members.
• The English maker Roger Smith produces low production unique designs on the Isle of Man with both
feature based bespoke watches and custom commissions.
• Our own Roland G. Murphy of Mount Joy PA produces watches for individuals on the same basic plan
of feature selection and fully custom commissions.

• Vacheron and Constantine have established a Cabinotier group that specifically develops bespoke
watches for wealthy clients. Their most recent accomplishment is the Ref. 57260 supercomplication
with 57 complications (~$10,000,000).

“MOST COMPLICATED”
Henry Graves Jr. 1933
24 functions

Vacheron ref 57260
2013 57 functions

• The great competition between Packard and
Graves produced these two watches.
• Patek also produced the two pound Caliber
89, (37 functions) but not for a specific
customer.
James Ward Packard 1916
16 functions

• Vacheron’s Ref 57260 is for an anonymous
client at a price rumored to be over $8 million.

Packard had a large collection of complicated and
precision watches, which were left to the American
Horological Institute (now AWCI)*

JAMES WARD PACKARD

This watch is now in the Patek Phillipe collection in
Geneva.
The Packard contains ten customized complications
including:
1. Equation of time display (1)
2. Perpetual Calendar with moon phase, date, day of
week, and leap year (2,3,4,5)
3. Time of Sunrise and Sunset in Warren Ohio (6, 7)
4. Minute repeater with Carillon on 3 gongs (8,9)
5. 500 star celestial chart for Warren Ohio (10)

1988, four pieces from the Packard
* In
Collection were sold. In 1994, 21 more pieces

were sold. Six pieces remain in the Orville R.
Hagan’s History of Time Museum at AWCI
headquarters in Harrison, Ohio. The proceeds
from the sale of the 25 pieces went to create
the AWCI Perpetuation Fund.

GRAVES SUPER COMPLICATION
"A gold, double-dialed and double open-faced, minute
repeating clockwatch with Westminster
chimes, grande and petite sonnerie, split seconds
chronograph, registers for 60-minute and 12-hours,
perpetual calendar, moon-phases, equation of time, dual
power reserve for striking and going trains, mean and
sidereal time, central alarm, indications for times of
sunrise/sunset and a celestial chart for the night time sky
of New York City."

November 11, 2014 sold in Geneva for $24,000,000

A BESPOKE WATCH FOR THE REST OF US.
• There are ways to own a special watch without spending a fortune, but it is
hardly cheap to buy a special watch.
• The next few slides show a few watches that belong to NAWCC members that
they consider to be “affordable.”
• One approach is to take advantage of the fact that some very fine craftsmen are
watchmaker members of the association.

00 SIZE AMERICAN GRADE
A custom made
wrist watch

This watch was a Waltham OM model ladies' watch that had lost its gold case.
The “bespoke” case was made for me by Roland Fischer with gold he mined from his claim in Colorado. He made the
case and the buckle in 18K gold using 75% .99999 pure gold and 25% .99999 pure copper that he refined himself in
his free time while working at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute.

KICKSTART WATCH
• In 2011 S. Derek Hadfield graduated from
the NAWCC School of Horology and was
invited to compete in the Student Adjusters
Competition in Switzerland.
• He launched a Kickstart fundraiser in
December 2012 for a line of “bespoke”
watches to be assembled to customer
specifications in Michigan. This watch is
my custom example that came from that
effort.
•
•
•
•
•
•

ETA 6497 (seconds @ 9:00)
Gold Finish Plates
Geneva stripe
Engine turned dial
Breguet numerals
Breguet hands
Derek’s note for the Kickstart campaign

In 2011 it was decided that the ETA 6498 project watch I assembled at the NAWCC's School of Horology in Columbia, PA, was good
enough to submit to the 2011 International Chronometry Contest in Switzerland; the first time an American student was allowed to
do so. The watch I entered was modified with the addition of a chronometer grade balance wheel, escape wheel, roller table,
and hairspring. Now you can own the same ETA 6498 (or 6497) movement (without the modifications) in a watch of custom design.
Pick your dial, hands, case and specific movement to create your own unique custom watch. S.D.H.

R.G.M. “EDWARD HOWARD”

When Roland Murphy developed their Caliber 801, Jon Weber was struck by the
strong resemblance to the Edward Howard bridge configuration. He asked Roland to
make him a “free sprung” example with this watch as the result.

ROGER SMITH
Bespoke Series
These made to order details encompass
decorative aspects of your watch, such as
material choice and specialist metal
treatments, which can include unique
engraving designs. Bespoke work
undertaken often results in the creation of
‘one-of-a-kind’ dials with the addition of
bespoke hand combinations made from
either blued steel or gold.
Utilising his own unique set of skills
developed since 1986, Roger will
personally work with the client and guide
them through the design and creation of
the Bespoke commission.

• Series 2 “Bespoke” watch from R. W. Smith in the Isle of Man. This watch is offered with
a series of customizations with a production of about 10 watches per year.
• RWS also make watches on special commission with imagination and funding as the
only limitations. They make no more than one of those each year.

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
• The long history of horology has many high spots that largely revolve around
public time, institutional time and the use of ever higher precision time keepers
to develop new areas of commerce as in the example of satellite navigation.
• The long sought goal to make time affordable for everyone has largely been met
and now it has become a function of standard communication. We live in a
society largely based on instant communication.
• Any field of study as universal as horology faces the danger of being taken for
granted with little appreciation for either the history or the beauty of the
science and the art.
• Personal timepieces serve the purpose of drawing attention to those aspects of
time and craftsmanship that may be easily overlooked. May they continue to be
created forever.

QUESTIONS?

